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VSoft Corporation Ranks on the Inc. 5000 for Fourth Consecutive Year
ATLANTA, Aug. 31, 2010 – VSoft Corporation, a provider of process improvement solutions for
financial institutions, announced it has been named for the fourth consecutive year to the Inc.
5000, an exclusive ranking of the nation's fastest-growing private companies. The list
represents a comprehensive look at the most important segment of the economy—America’s
independent-minded entrepreneurs. The 2010 Inc. 5000 list is ranked according to percentage
revenue growth from 2006 through 2009.
Over the span of the three years measured, VSoft successfully launched its outsourcing service,
VServe Incorporated, and its consumer capture solution, Agile Home/Office™, helping
community institutions to further improve service, reduce cost and maximize efficiency. More
than 1,900 banks, credit unions and savings institutions trusted the company’s services to meet
their individual needs and help them mature in spite of a down economy.
“The leaders of the companies on this year’s Inc. 5000 have figured out how to grow their
businesses during the longest recession since the Great Depression,” said Inc. president Bob
LaPointe. “The 2010 Inc. 5000 showcases a particularly hardy group of entrepreneurs.”
VSoft continues to expand its business in 2010, and has already introduced a new core
platform, CoreSoft, launched a Software as a Service (SaaS) delivery model for its full suite of
check processing, document and reporting solutions and reached a significant milestone with
4,000 credit union branches leveraging its imaging solutions.
“We are honored to have VSoft’s growth and stability recognized by the annual Inc. 5000 for the
fourth straight year,” said said Murthy Veeraghanta, chairman and managing director of VSoft
Corporation. “The economic environment and changing regulations have caused banks and
credit unions to place an even stronger emphasis on efficiency and service, and VSoft is
prepared to meet that need for every specific business case. We are proud of our growth, and
we believe we have positioned VSoft for continued expansion in years to come.”

About VSoft Corporation
VSoft Corporation offers core and payment-processing solutions that improve service, reduce
cost and maximize efficiency for financial institutions. Its solutions provide seamless, real-time,
high-volume and high-performance transactions across multiple channels and can be delivered

in–house, or as an outsourced ASP or SaaS model to best meet the needs of individual
financial institutions.
VSoft’s services have been trusted by more than 1,900 banks, credit unions and savings
institutions, as well as transaction processors, governments, utilities, telecommunications and
retail organizations worldwide. The company’s growth and stability has been recognized by
inclusion in the Inc. 5000 for four consecutive years, the 2008 and 2009 Software 500,
recognition as a Top 10 Fastest Growing Company in Atlanta in 2008 and a feature in Bank
Technology News’ 9th Annual Innovator Awards for its core solution. For more information call
770-225-7692 or visit www.vsoftcorp.com.
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Editor's Note: The correct usage of the company name, VSoft Corporation, is either referring to
it as VSoft Corporation or VSoft, with both the "V" and the "S" capitalized.

